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 THE POLITICAL STATUS OF SPITSBERGEN: DISCUSSION 91

 any sailor can land from his sloop and kill at his pleasure whatever living
 thing comes in his way, reindeer ranching is impossible.

 The eider-down industry is likewise capable of great development, if a
 close time can be imposed to protect the birds and their eggs. Eider-
 ducks still exist in considerable numbers; a few years' protection would
 sufflce to permit their multiplication to something like their ancient
 number. The head of foxes might be similarly re-established but more
 slowly, while, to give new confidence to the walruses and enable them to
 recover anything like their former numbers, a close time for half a century
 would hardly be too long. I might suggest a number of minor industries
 for which scope might be found in Spitsbergen, but let what has been said
 sufflce. Till the reign of law is introduced and wise regulations are
 enforced by authority restraining the careless greed of the casual hunter,
 the present disgraceful condition of the whole country cannot be altered.
 It ought to be a region overflowing with animal life on land and in the
 waters that wash its shores. It ought to be the resort of countless millions
 of birds beyond those that actually breed there to-day. It ought to give
 occupation and an excellent livelihood to a considerable number of hardy
 folk, who, if they live and feed rightly and are properly housed, should
 not find the climate too extreme for a quite' tbler&ble human life. All this
 is possible beside the exploitation of the country's mineral wealth; but it
 is only possible when a settled government has been instituted and the
 ravages of irresponsible hunters are restrained by a small force of honest
 and efflcient naval police equipped with a few sea-going motor launches.

 Before the paper the President said; To -night we are to have a paper on
 the subject of political geography as applied to the status of the island of Spits?
 bergen, by our old geographical friend and Vice-President of this Society, Sir
 Martin Conway; and I will undertake to say that the paper will be as little
 political and as much geographical as the interests of the subject demand. Sir
 Martin Conway has had exceptional opportunities of observation in Spitsbergen;
 he has visited those islands and has crossed them from west to east and back

 again. I think that he was not only the first man to cross Spitsbergen, but I
 believe him to have been the last. No one is more competent than he is to
 tell us what the general conditions concerning that rather remote region are,
 and we may confidently expect a most enlightening and useful paper from him.
 At the conclusion of his address we are to have the pleasure of seeing certain
 illustrations by Mr. Ponting, who surprised us all by the extraordinary beauty
 and extent of his illustrations of Antarctic scenery in connection with Scott's
 Expedition.

 (Sir Martin Conway then read the paper printedabove, and a discussion
 followed?)

 Mr. H. G. Ponting, who showed a series of photographs taken in 1918,
 said : The Northern Exploration Company, which sent out the expedition
 that I accompanied this summer, owns approximately 2000 square miles
 of land in Western Spitsbergen, a large portion of which territory is exceed-
 ingly rich in coal and iron. The country far exceeded my most sanguine
 expectations. I have seen great tracts of land where the coal-seams can
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 easily be traced by the eye, as they outcrop for. miles along the mountain
 slopes, and at Recherche Bay I tramped along the side of a mountain several
 miles long and some 1500 feet high, of which a large part seemed to be a solid
 mass of iron ore, which can be quarried from the mountain-side. Assays have
 shown that it averages over 65 per cent. of magnetic iron, which is equal to
 that of the famous Gellivare ore of Sweden. As the deposits are close to deep
 water the question of transport to the sea can be almost eliminated from the
 cost of shipping the ore. Recherche Bay is only some 1100 miles north of
 Great Britain, not more than five days' voyage by tramp steamer; and Lowe
 Sound, where the nearest coalfields exist, is but little more than 400 miles
 from Tromso, where every ton of coal that can be mined finds a ready sale,
 and fetches as high a price as the best Welsh and English coal. The output
 of Spitsbergen coal in 1917 was over 100,000 tons ; both anthracite and
 bituminous coal abounds, and an Admiralty publication mentions Spitsbergen
 coal as excellent steam coal, better than that of most of the Welsh seams. The
 difficulties of shipping are very much less than might be supposed, for the
 western coast of Spitsbergen has a remarkably mild summer climate. In
 winter the temperature sometimes falls 400 below zero Fahr., but low tempera-
 tures in Spitsbergen will not affect the output of the mines, for they are not
 accompanied by heavy snowfall. Each year there are from five to seven
 months of open water, and as four of these have continuous daylight there
 should be no difficulty about the loading during the open season of the coal
 and iron that can be mined during the year. Permanent buildings are being
 erected at King's Bay, Camp Mansfield, and Recherche Bay, and at Lowe
 Sound a settlement has been named Davis City, within a stone's throw of
 water deep enough to float the largest ships. The coal-seams are worked by
 the adit system, and the coal will be borne by gravity down wire ropeways,
 without the necessity of an expensive power system. Moreover, as the seams
 will be worked to the rise, there will be no pumping necessary. There are some
 who think that the exquisite Spitsbergen marbles are as valuable as the coal and
 iron ; of their surpassing beauty there can never be any question. Copper
 pyrites, molybdenite, gypsum, galena, and asbestos are known to exist in
 large quantities. At Davis City the expedition landed a shore party, consist-
 ing of engineers and a number of men under the command of Captain Frank
 Wild, R.N.V.R., the well-known Antarctic explorer ; and Dr. Mcllroy, late of the
 Shackleton Expedition, has charge of the health of the party. So exhilarating
 is the pure air of these latitudes that I feel convinced that as soon as the
 wonderful properties of the climate are better known and facilities are established,
 Spitsbergen will be sought as a health resort for the summer months, and I
 am not surprised to learn that plans for a hotel at Recherche Bay are already
 being discussed. At Braganza Bay, on Lowe Sound, a Swedish company has
 firmly established itself, and is doing a most flourishing business in the export
 of coal. Many fine buildings have been erected, and the settlement numbers
 several hundred souls. A number of men now have their wives there, and
 save for the winter darkness they do not find the climatic conditions at all
 trying.

 Dr. W. S. Bruce, who showed some lantern slides, said: I think Sir
 Martin Conway and myself were originally in Spitsbergen during the same
 year, in about 1896. Sir Martin Conway was then first crossing the land of
 Spitsbergen, and I was first crossing the supposed land of Spitsbergen inside
 a ship which was sailing across the supposed extension of what was then
 called Kong KarFs Island extending to the eastward, but which was found to
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 be water and not land, and which has been since recharted in the form of the
 old Wyche Islands, which were one of the early British records of Spitsbergen
 in the east. Altogether I suppose there is more bare land than glacier-ice in
 Spitsbergen, and it is by no means a country covered by ice, at least during
 the bright and long summer months, when it is light by night as well as by
 day. The plant-life of Spitsbergen is rich. The birds of Spitsbergen are
 numerous and beautiful, but I quite agree with Sir Martin Conway that we
 badly require the protection of birds and other animal life which is being
 sadly massacred, I am sorry to say mainly by Norwegians during these recent
 years. Eider ducks have been killed out in their thousands, but there is a
 good prospect of the resuscitation of bird-life if, as Sir Martin Conway has
 suggested, there is proper protection for such life. The fulmar petrels of
 Spitsbergen have increased in numbers in association with the busy whaling
 there during recent years. I have been associated with various expeditions,
 to a large extent coastal, in which we trusted to the stalwartness of our com-
 panions. In three Scottish Expeditions in the islands we carried out the
 detailed survey of Prince Charles Foreland, an account of which I have given
 to this and other societies. I carried out the Scottish survey of Prince
 Charles Foreland in association with a member of H.M. Ordnance Survey,
 namely, Mr. John Mathieson, during last year, who checked all my previous
 work done there. If any one knows anything about Prince Charles Foreland,
 it is those people who have worked with me from the north to the south end
 of this island, and helped me to produce, as a result, the original detailed map
 9 feet in length. There are several interesting mineral features in Spits?
 bergen ; oil-bearing rocks, and very excellent gypsum, which is underlain by
 coal-seams in the Sussen Bay and the Temple Mountain region, so long
 known to British explorers. I have been associated with some of the early
 work of the Scottish Spitsbergen Syndicate as leader in scientific and pro-
 specting work there, and that Syndicate has valuable prospects, especially in
 oil, coal, and other minerals, beside animal products if proper protection can
 be given. The mining village of Longyear City claims some of the richest
 coal-mines of Spitsbergen, originally developed by the energy of our American
 cousins. The shipping of Spitsbergen is' quite considerable. Around Danes
 Island ships of considerable size, among them Norwegian tourist ships, have
 carried visitors there every summer until the beginning of the war, a service
 in which the Germans were also taking part, but which the British originated.

 As to the climate of Spitsbergen : the Gulf Stream passes along the west
 coast of Spitsbergen and even round the north side of it, and keeps the west and
 north of Spitsbergen open practically every year during the summer months.
 On the east the currents are varied, and there is at least one close to the
 Spitsbergen coast which comes down from the north-east instead of passing
 to north-west, and that accounts for the greater glaciation of the east of
 Spitsbergen and the greater amount of ice in the seas to the east than the
 west.

 The distance of the Foreland of Spitsbergen from Europe is about 600
 miles to Tromso and Murmansk, and only about double that distance from
 Scotland. The claims of the Scottish Spitsbergen Syndicate stretch from
 Prince Charles Foreland across the Sussen Bay region to Barents Island ;
 that is to say, right across the middle of Spitsbergen from east to west, in an
 area that is practically free from ice for the whole of the summer, and in
 which there is a most varied geological character. The whole of the west
 coast has a series of rocks known as Heckla Hook rocks, possibly the Silurian
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 rocks of which Prince Charles Foreland is mainiy composed, and in which
 the Northern Exploration Company claim to have discovered rich iron deposits.
 The region from west to east owned by the Scottish Spitsbergen Syndicate
 has a variety of different formations containing Heckla Hook, Carboniferous,
 Tertiary, and Jurassic rocks ; the Tertiary rocks are the same as those first
 worked by the British and Americans. In July 1914 international delegates
 sat at Christiania to discuss the position of Spitsbergen, but the war broke
 out and the delegates did not finish their conference. Spitsbergen remains
 therefore a terra nullius; its future will, I suppose, be discussed before long.
 What British subjects in Spitsbergen want is a sound assurance by our British
 Foreign Office that British rights will be respected, and that all foreigners
 understand that the British flag remains flying over those British subjects who
 work in Spitsbergen.

 The Germans had a wireless station in Spitsbergen, and were up to the
 end of September 1914 conducting operations there, and were receiving wire?
 less messages from Germany. They used a balloon, and had no high masts,
 for the balloon took up the aerial wires to a height of about 2000 feet, which
 largely increased the range of that German station.

 Commander G. E. Evans, r.n.v.r. : We see in the papers that Norway is
 attempting to urge claims for the annexation of Spitsbergen to Norway. I
 think that that needs very careful noting, because the Norwegians perceive
 the great possibilities of Spitsbergen, both in relation to making themselves
 independent of British coal and also in relation to that great country of
 Northern Russia to which Spitsbergen is the natural coal-supply. That seems
 to me the most important international aspect of Spitsbergen. It is very strange
 that Spitsbergen is uncommonly like Pittsburg in America; one of the few
 places where you get coal and iron in close proximity. Personally, I think coal
 mining in Spitsbergen and the bringing of ore to Europe is only the beginning
 of things. Another generation will probably see iron ore smelted by the coal
 in Spitsbergen and brought to this country and to Europe generally in the form
 of pig iron, which is a much easier commodity to deal with.

 The President : I would just remind you that when such outlying, in-
 hospitable, and unattractive islands as Spitsbergen was always said to be up
 in the north, and certain islands in the Antarctic Ocean off the coast of
 Terra del Fuego, are subjects of international dispute, we may well think
 that space in the world open to white colonization is getting rather scarce
 and difficult. No doubt that it is so. It teaches the lesson that we should

 make the most of our advantages, and secure what we can get while we
 can. There is no doubt about the mineral wealth of Spitsbergen. We
 have heard a great deal about it to-night, and it seems quite clear that
 Spitsbergen will be a great commercial asset to any country that secures
 it permanently. What Spitsbergen wants is a Government. What Govern?
 ment it is to have it is perhaps not for us to suggest; but we may at least
 express a hope that it will be nothing of a composite form, that there will not
 be any sort of international administration of the country such, for instance, as
 has been experimented with in the Pacific Ocean, where certain islands have
 been governed by two countries combined, and where that form of government
 has not proved by any means a success. A very good case, no doubt, has been
 made out for Great Britain, but I am not so optimistic as to suppose that the
 last word has been spoken as regards. Norway's claims. There is no doubt a
 great deal more to be said. If you consider how much nearer Norway is than
 any other country, that scarcely 500 miles separates Spitsbergen from the
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 northern coast of Norway, while at least double that distance lies between Spits?
 bergen and the nearest British ports, we must conclude that, as a matter of geo?
 graphical interest, there is something to be said for Norway. We must remember
 that the coal trade from Spitsbergen will probably exist, not only with Norway,
 but also with Russia, east of Norway, by the ports of Kola and Archangel; the
 timber trade through the Arctic Ocean may also very likely develop largely
 from the great Northern Siberian forests, through the Arctic Sea to England.
 Consequently, there is this obvious point (to which I think none of the speakers
 have referred), that we certainly should retain complete control of the Arctic
 Sea ; that, whilst we grant freedom of the seas to all the world by the strength
 of our Fleet, we must retain special practical command of those routes which
 are of the greatest interest to us as trade routes. I think we may very well rest
 satisfied that hereafter, when peace conditions come to be considered,.the whole
 question of Spitsbergen with reference to Norway, and the position of Spits?
 bergen with reference to sea command, will be most carefully taken into account.
 We have done our best in this Society to put the matter clearly before our
 Foreign Ofiice from the geographical point of view, and having done that, I
 think we have done all we ought to do. I will conclude by asking you to
 join in thanking Sir Martin Conway for his able address, and Mr. Ponting
 and Dr. Bruce for their contribution of most interesting illustrations to the
 lecture.

 Sir Aubrey Strahan, f.r.s., Director of the Geological Survey, sends the
 following note as a supplement to the above Discussion: The working of either
 coal or iron ore in Spitsbergen presents serious difficulties when regarded from
 a commercial point of view as a profitable undertaking. Writing in 1913 #
 on the possible reserves of coal in Spitsbergen, R. Hogbom remarks that part
 of the region must be left out of account by reason of its ice-blocked position
 and other natural conditions. "Thus the east coast and interior of the

 country may be ignored, although we know from coal oecyrrences on the east
 coast that this involves writing off of great coal-bearing areas. The west
 coast on the other hand is generally accessible for two or three months of the
 year." He regards a line drawn 10 kilometres from the coast as the probable
 limit of possible mining, in view of the difficulties of transport arising from
 glaciers, snow and talus-sliding, and more especially Arctic soil*flowing.

 Coal occurs in Carboniferous, Jurassic and Tertiary strata in Spitsbergen.
 The carboniferous Coals have been little investigated. Part of the supposed
 coalfield lies beneath the sea, and part is inaccessible. Mr. Hogbom's
 estimate of reserves of Carboniferous coal is large, but it includes undersea
 coal with hypothetical extensions inland, and involves the assumption that
 the thickness of coal in the strata of the unknown region is comparable with
 that of the few spots where observations have been possible.

 The Jurassic strata have a wide extension, but the coal-seams in them are
 regarded as the least promising of those in Spitsbergen. One of the seams
 was opened up on the east shore of Advent Bay, but when I was in Spitsbergen
 in 1910 the mine had been abandoned, owing, as I was informed, to the
 prevalence of shale-partings in the coal. Trial-holes have been made also in
 Green Bay, but I saw no work in progress.

 The Tertiary beds reach a great thickness and form extensive plateaus
 bounded by slopes that are in part precipitous. I visited a level in Advent

 * *The Coal Resources of the World,' Iniernat. Geoh Congress, Toronto, 1913,
 vol., 3, pp. 1141-47.
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 Bay driven in a coal-seam in one of these precipitous slopes at a height of about
 750 feet above the sea. The seam was almost horizontal, upwards of 4 feet
 thick, and free from shale-partings. We filled our bunkers from this mine,
 and found the coal to possess good steam-raising qualities. The whole of the
 interior of the mine was white with hoar-frost, and it may be assumed that
 the whole plateau is permanently frozen from top to below sea-level. It has
 been stated that the coal is liable to crumble when thawed.

 As regards the persistence of this seam I am unable to speak from personal
 knowledge, for I saw only one opening in it. It is to be noted however that
 Tertiary coal-seams as a rule have not the constancy or the wide extension
 which form a feature in Carboniferous coals. They change more rapidly in
 thickness and are more liable to become split up by partings of sedimentary
 material. In order therefore to make a reliable estimate of the value of any
 given area of Tertiary coal it would be necessary to test the seam at a number
 of points. Other seams exist, and the area covered by Tertiary strata in
 which coal may be expected to occur is undoubtedly large, but my visit to
 Spitsbergen was curtailed by the fact that on leaving Ice Fiord in the early
 part of August we were driven far westwards by ice and were unable to visit
 the coast further south. Advent Bay is regarded by Mr. Hogbom as one of
 the most favourably situated as regards ice-conditions. The shipping never-
 theless must be done within a period of about three months. The market
 for the coal could not be expected in his opinion to extend further than the
 northern part of Scandinavia. Narvik, the port for the Kuruna-vaara iron
 ore, is 1000 kilometres distant. There would be little or no return freight to
 Spitsbergen from any port.

 The iron ores of Spitsbergen were not considered in ' The Iron Resources
 of the World' (International Geol. Congress, Stockholm, 1910) in 1910, but
 were noticed in a report by Mr. G. C. Lloyd ' On the Sources and Production
 of Iron and other Metalliferous Ores used in the Iron and Steel Industry.'*
 According to Mr. Lloyd none of the various reports on the mineral resources
 of Spitsbergen " point to the existence of iron-ore deposits of sufflciently good
 quality for profitable development." Hogbom in 1914 states that "there
 seems to be none of a quality to warrant any mining operations. In a few
 cases English explorers have reported enormous iron-ore deposits ; . . . the
 ore contains only about ten to twenty per cent. iron." It would appear
 therefore that the great mass of magnetite now reported to exist must either
 have escaped the notice of all previous observers, including the Swedish and
 Norwegian geologists, or must have been regarded as of little commercial
 value. The disadvantages arising from ice-conditions, lack of return freightage,
 etc, apply as fully to the exportation of iron ore as to that of coal. The
 Spitsbergen port would be in competition with Narvik, to which coal and
 other materials provide return freightage.

 * Published by the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 1917. Second
 edition, 1918.
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